HAZEMAG Service

We are HAZEMAG. We understand service.

Service
Our know-how – your advantage
High value has always been placed on service at
Hazemag. As a producer of machines and equipment,
we are renown for particularly long-life, robust
machines in all areas of the natural stone industry
right up to recycling.
The durability is supported by the dedicated commitment of our entire service department.

Minor effort – maximum effect
With regard to disposability of machines and equipment, minor decisions can have a major effect.
By using genuine HAZEMAG parts you are able to
avoid high costs for failure and long machine breakdown. For long-lasting successs - everything has to
fit - right down to the last detail. Don’t make compromises! Invest in your process reliability.

Our goal is your satisfaction!
We develop tailor-made solutions for your specific
requirements. Our primary intention for these
solutions is to maximise your benefit by realising
the highest possible efficiency. In order to provide
spare parts, the service focuses on maintenance of
your equipment on site including repair and replacement of all components for HAZEMAG machines and
equipment.

Genuine spare parts - for long life a life long
HAZEMAG supplies parts for every machine and all
equipment we have ever built regardless of whether
your machine is new or from the 50‘s.
That is our promise to you!
Only original HAZEMAG spare parts ensure that your
HAZEMAG machine remains reliable a life long.
Our modern, IT-controlled spare parts warehouse in
Dülmen keeps nearly 20,000 different wear and spare
parts in stock. We regularly adapt our warehouse and
safety stock levels to guarantee short delivery times
at familiar high quality. HAZEMAG offers
especially wear parts in many different qualities.
This ensures an optimum of quality for each type
of use, even in case of changing the feed material.

You want to refurbish? No problem!
HAZEMAG cooperates with you in converting your
machine or adapting it to new processes. We include
you in our process to achieve optimum results from
concept to defining the objectives of your conversion
project to elaboration and realisation adjusted to
your personal requirements.
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Spare parts service

Do you need for proper installation a service technician to install the parts by himself or for supervising
your employees?
We are at your service! Worldwide!
Our service team is available and will be glad to
support you!

Used machines
Knowing that HAZEMAG machines are very long
lasting, we have dedicated ourselves to recon
ditioning used machines which are already out of
service and offering them again in perfect operating
condition and OEM quality at attractive prices.
HAZEMAG offers a wide range of used machines.
You can rely on our proven HAZEMAG quality
without making any compromises!

Repair
In the course of time any production processes cause
wear to machine components. As the manufacturer
of your machine, HAZEMAG offers the opportunity to
properly repair major components such as rotors or
housings. Repairs increases the endurance limit
of your components, minimises the risk of failure and
is frequently the most cost-efficient alternative.
We would be pleased to inspect your machine on site
and provide you with a general summary of its condition. Based on the findings of this on-site inspection,
we will provide a budget quotation.
After disassembly of the components and detailed
inspection at our workshop in Dülmen, you will receive
a binding quotation for all work to be performed
on basis of our original drawings.
After conclusion of the repair work, your machine
components will be returned to your plant in renewed
top condition.
Only HAZEMAG can offer this type of quality repair!

Refurbishment
You can profit from the advantages of our development by using optimum HAZEMAG technology.
That is part of our philosophy! A possibility would be
to equip your machine with a retractable grinding
path. The great advantage of this new design is that
it prevents from damages to the rotor and grinding
path when foreign material is unintentionally include.
The grinding path retracts in a controlled manner.
When your rotor has reached its final wear limit
and a replacement is required, you have the perfect
opportunity of installing a new designed rotor model,
optimised for minimum wear.
Our many years of experience and continuous
development of our product range offers the
opportunity of an optimal HAZEMAG quality and
a simultaneously reduction of your wear costs.
If the mixtures in your production processes are
changing regularly, you will have the possibility of
upgrading to our HAZtronic system. Operating with
the electro-hydraulic principle offers the capability
of automated adjustment of your impact aprons and
grindings paths. A unique advantage of the
HAZtronic system is its fully automatic control
without interrupting the operation.

Service – HAZEMAG is your partner

Inspection contracts
HAZEMAG offers you tailor-made service packages.
You can always depend on the availability of your
machine.
Our inspection contracts are including periodic inspections of your machines matched to your specific
operating circumstances at agreed conditions.
In order to prevent major repairs we will support
you with condition-dependent maintenances by our
highly qualified personnel. It also minimises subsequent machine damage and the material rejections
associated with malfunctions.

Practical training
As a supplement to theoretical training, we offer
practical training, directly on your site. This serves
for practical implementation of everything learned
previously. Particular attention is given to specific
circumstances and requirements on site. This train
ing is performed by experienced start-up personnel.
We would be pleased to develop a tailor-made training offer for you and combine it with maintenance
and/or inspection work at your plant.
Please do not hesitate to contact us.
Your HAZEMAG service team is always available for
advice!

Training
The availability and efficiency of your equipment
is directly dependent on the qualifications of your
operating and maintenance personnel.
The HAZEMAG training concept offers primary
prerequisites for such qualification and is subdivided
into two sections.
Theoretical training
Theoretical training provides participants with the
principles and background knowledge of HAZEMAG
technologies. This training is based primarily on the
operating and maintenance instructions supplied
with the equipment.
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